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PV Super Conductor Super Collider Experiments Halted
By Chandra Baty

Dr. Dennis Judd, professor of

in time to see how the universe

Panther Staff

PhysicsintheBannekerHonors
college at PV. "Does that mean
we stop research? It was
Polltical."
F.artier this month the
House of Representatives voted
282 to 143 todissolvethemultibillion dollar project to decrease
the national deficit
The SSC was created by
a group ofphysiciSts in the early
'80s to solve physics problems.
"'lhe ultimate mission of the
SSC is to enable us to look back

started and to answer esoteric
questions. You have a better
feeeling if you know where you
came from and a better idea
whereyou'regotng,"saidJudd.
In 1989 under former
PVPresidentPercy Pierre, work
was started to bring a part of
the SSC research to Prairie
View under the direction of
Judd, who came from F1ortda
A&M University. The High
Energy Physics Group and the
DepartmentorPhysics became

Dr. Dennis Judd

PV Homecoming - A Safe One
The concert ended and the
Panther Staff
party was canceled. despite
PV's Homecoming ·93 thefactthatofficersoutside
was relatively clime-free.
the building did not report
According to the healing gun shots.
Department of Public Safety.
Junior · biology
there were 15 climinal case major Pierre Sannireports this homecoming. Thomascommentedonthe
compared to 38 in ·91 and 32 unnecessary chaos: "The
in ·92_ There were also eight cancellation of the party
weapons confiscated in '91 and wouldn't have been
six in '92. yet none in '93.
necessaryifpeoplehadnot
Asked to comment on bum-rushed the doors.
the lower incidence of crime. Why fight to get into a free
Junior biology major Rodney J:>ar~I"
Harris said, MI felt that the
At approximat ly
policedidagoodjobpreventlng 12:30 a.m .. the campus
and controlling violence. was closed in an attempt
Because of their presence. to reduce traffic. Cars
people were able to enjoy their extended down University
homecoming."
Drive, as students waited
The majority of this to re-enter.
year's incidents occurred on
According to senior
Saturday, Nov. 6. There were communications major
several reports of disorderly "Mon". "Closing the
conduct
and
public campus was a big
intoxication
near
the inconvenience to the
Babydome.
students who live on
Tension rose outside campus."
the Babydome during the
A total of25 officers
concert Saturday night, as an and four university
enormous
crowd
grew supervisors were on duty.
Impatient and began pushing Eight officers patrolled the
and shoving. Several students inside of the building,
were injured; one sustained before being moved outside
broken libs.
to help control the crowd.
During the final There were five EMTs on
performance of feature group duty, one of whom was
Hi-Five, it was announced that injured during the turmoil.
there was shooting outside.
.Continued on pg. 8
By Nichelle Hardy

The fence around President Beeton's house.

What's in a Fence?
. .

Until a recent dedSi0 n
by
the
House
of
Representatives to cl1miJ1ate
the Superconducting super
Collider Project (&SC). PraJrte
ViewA&MUniversitywas part
of a multi-million dollar
research program destined to
change the future of
technology.
"It was a blow," said

IMint Condition at PV

Lh Shsnd;fWilliams

he wanre a fence around his Continued on pg. 8

International
Week to
Be2in at PV
By Nicole Johnson

Panther Staff
The theme for this
year's International Week at
PV, Nov. 14-Nov. 19. is
"Thinking Wordly, Acting
Locally". The week has been
celebrated since 1988.
According to Ms.
Jewel Minor-Dinkins, from
lhe Offic uf Counseling an
Multicultural Services, the
theme deals with cultural
dlvers1ty as lt ex1sts on
Prafr1e Vlew's campus.

More

Mint Condition will perform on campus Tuesday, Nov. 16 as part of the 2X's Da Flavor
workshop tour. The concert will also feature rapper Dred Scott, a newcomer to
Perspecetive Records.

than

386

international students
attend Prairie View.
representing 50 countries.
West Indians comprise the
majority of the international
population. Africans had
that standing once. Besides
Africans and West Indians,
Middle Easterners are a
major bloc of the majority of
the
international
population.
Events scheduled for
the week will include the
yearly
immigration
workshop which provides
information
about
immigration benefits for
students. faculty and s taff.
In an attempt to
broaden the scope of the
workshop. it will be included
in
an
International
Symposium on Monday,
Nov. 15 in the John. B.
Coleman Library.
The symposium will
include guest speakers: Mrs.
Cecelia
Ozumba,
a
professional counselor
specializing in cultural
Continued on pg. 7

Becton Talks about Good Bad at PV

home. fine. I just wish hel By Anita Johnson
could do something about the Panther Staff
Pant er ta
dorms. He had the fence
w's
1
By now everyone hasaround his home in a week, Ho
Prairie Vie voca 993
s een the new black fence buy my shower still leaks." be mecoming Coned tion
around PV President Julius
The
controversy\ to gan wi th a stagdeneffort
Beeton's home on University surrounding the fence sto encourage stu
ts to
th
Olive, just across from the surprised Becton: "It seems
P e violence~bl
Phillip-Johnson All Faiths to me that there are far more held The asse niv~r was
1n th e V t1 a Sity
Chapel.
important things that people
Although the fencemaywhoarehereforaneducatlon Fieldhouseprorn~ y t 9 :3 0
0
have
enhanced
the should be concerned with" a.m. Thursday, t ~ 4·
appearance of the property. he said.
· B t Pres id en ssectUlius
B
t
d
ithasgtvenrisetocontroversy
ec on sai the fence diect onb Jr. discu
that the
among some students.
was a part of the initial plan s ur ances k in\1 took
1
that wee
Said Phi111p Jones: "If for the property- it was to Pace
OlV'ing
By

part of the SSC after Judd and
other group members wrote a
Request for Proposal (RFP)
called Topples, part of the
Particle Detection Research
Center. Topples links seven
Histortcally Black Colleges and
Universities with seven strong
research universities.
Top HBCUs, such as
Howard
University in
Washlngt.on, D.C., are linked
withJohnsHopkins University
in Baltimore. Md., while Prairie
View A&M is linked with Rice
Continued on pg. 7

Prairie View students. First .
was the fatal shooting in
Hempstead. Second, was the
major power outage suffered
on the campus. Third, the
incident at walmart.
Students apparently
came into Walmart and
turned on radios, played
with toys climbed ladders,
and di~ected profane
language at the employees.
The students involved in
this were said to be Prairie
View students.~s is our
school: your school: my

school. "said Becton .'
This networking of
students and faculty was
shownbyToeGilplinPlayers
and various student leaders
in addition to the Presidents
effort to combat violence.
Becton has faith in
the good students and is
sure that they will take the
school back and return the
good name of Prairie View A
& M University.
B ec t on
t h en
applauded
many
organizations and teams on

campus. Praiiie View's own
math proffessor. Dr.Freddie
Frazier was recognized for
his
work with
the
environmental testing lab.
Beta Beta Beta, the
honor society for biology
students, was established
In 1968 and celebrated its
25th anniversary.
The football team
men's and women's cros~
country team. and the ladies'
volleyball team were also
Continued on pg. 8
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Briefly
William Franklin, a senior from Oklahoma City, Okla ..
represented Prairie View this past summer in Los Angeles in
an All-star Academic competition sponsored by Honda. The
competition is set up for all historically black colleges and
universities to participate. Prairie View's team went to the
sectionals at Southern University where they qualified out of
16 teams for the national tournament in Los Angeles. Franklin
has been with the team four years. and for three of those years
he served as team captain.
Franklin was one of the eight highest scorers from all the
teams in the competition chosen to the Honda All-star team
four years consecutively. Because he was on the team, Honda
donated $1,000 to PVin his name. When asked whether the
competition was he expected, Franklin said, 'The competition
was steep; everyone was on the same level: no one was better
than any one else."

BECTON ADDRESSES BLACK LANDOWNERS

President Julius W. Becton and State Land
Commissioner Gary Mauro spoke to the Texas
Black Landowners Association about the importance of lahd ownership by African Americans
and the challenges of "Improving the Future of
Agriculture and the Environment" on Oct. 2223 in Austin.

William Franklin

HALLOWEEN TREAT FROM CSO

The Council of Student Organizations hopes
everyone enjoyed the halloween treat Oct. 28-30.
The treat consisted of a note pad, a high lighter,
and candy. CSO would like to thank AT&T, 3M
Northrop and Texas Instruments for their donations and the Wisconsin Sleepers and KKI for
putting the bags together.
GRADUATE PROGRAM

The Office of University Relations at Texas
A&M University has developed a new two-year
graduate program in bilingual special education.
The program consists of 45 credit hours, which
includes a year of required coursework and a
year-long paid internship in the classr?om. This
oroQ:ram is desilmed to helo teachers better
accommodate the Hispanic popuiatiori which
has limited English proficiency.
For more information, contact Hector Ochoa
at
(409) 845-7423 or Sandra Medina at (409) 8454645.

Faculty
On Sunday, Nov. 14, adviser Dr. Antonio Gonzales and the
Prairie View A&M University's Cricket Team, participated in the
first cricket match ever held at PV.
Gonzales says he is "excited to.introduce the international
game of cricket to PVAMU and overwhelmed that Ms. Christa
Molloy. administrative assistant for President Becton is participating. Javed Bin Huq hopes that these cricket matches against
other university teams will al.so provide exposure for PV as a
whole.
The coach of the new cricket team is Paul Johnson. Pictured
are the Prairie View A&M UnJversity Cricket Team official members, (L-R) Mohammed F. Hashem, vice president, Imran
Majumder. Dr. Anto o Gorzales, adviser, Parveen Mustafa,
secretary and Javed
Ruq. president.

reserves rozen ecause o
a U.N. embargo. The ruling comes a day after Shell
was ordered to free its supplies stored in Haiti.

COMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT

The Annual $6,000 Stoody-West Fellowship
in Journalism is offered in recognition of the
professional cc,mpetance and inspired service
of Dr. Ralph Stoody and Dr. Arthur West.
The grant will assist a Christian engaged in
religious journalism, or one planning to enter
this field in taking graduate study at an accredited school or department of journalism of
his or her choice.
Applications forms for the 94-95 academic
year may be obtained by writing to: Fellowship
Committee United Methodist Communications,
Suite 1901 475 Riverside Drive, New York, NY
10115. Completed applications must be mailed
by Feb. 15, 1994.

World
Haiti- - A judge
has ordered two
American oil companies, Exxon and
Texaco to release fuel

Vatican City- - Pope
John Paul has partially
fractnred and dislocated
his right shoulder in a fall.
A spokesman at a Rome
hospital says the pontiff
was treated after he fell
down four steps during a
Vat1c1n audience. The
spokesman says John Paul
receh·ed a general anesthes a while doctors
workl!d on his shoulder.

BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT

Gltonga N'mbljjewe
Betty Iroku

Chandra Baty

Editor-in-Chief
Derald Powell

Man@&lpt edit9I
Ernest Clayton

Production Manne:
Hugh Griffin

Graphic deslgnei
Candice Clay

Newsweek editor

Charlette Jones

Sports editor
Stephanie Banks

Photofflphers
Derek Walls

Advertising Manager

mther staff:
Antrlna Cooper
Tel'l'Y Credle
"Swift" Dones III Bugh E. Griffin
Tlffla Hargest
'Rc,clney Banis
AJ1DHarvey
Portia Hopkins
Shanel Jenkins
Anita Johnson
lucole Johnston
Candice Jones
aquel Phearse
l)arrell Robbins
lttca sanders
tlerre Thomas
Lashonda WlWams

State
Washington- - Developers say their refinement
of a device as old as the
wheel could bring a revo1ut.ionary way to power
automobiles. A flywheelgenerator system was unveiled in Washington. The
American flywheel system
may be used to help meet
California's zero emissions
standard within a few
years.

If it's news

PRAIRIE VIEW AlxM UNIVERSITY

Lifestyle editor

Minority college students and graduates
interested in pursuing medical degrees may
apply for the honors Pre-Medical Academy, a
six-week summer program at Baylor College of
Medicine and Rice University, both In Houston.
The national program is designed to increase minority representation in medicine by
enhancing particpants' competitiveness in the
medical school application pool. Participants
must be African-American. Mexican-American,
Mainland Puerto Rican or Native American.
Additional information is avaliable by calling 1-800-633-6445. The deadline for applications is March 4, 1994.

United Nations-- The
U.N. Security Council is
moving to make life more
difficult for Libya. The
council has approved
tougher sanctions in the
bombing of Pan Am Flight
103. The attack five years
ago killed 270 people. The
councH approved a limited
trade and financial embargo: they would freeze
Libyan assets in theworld's
banks and as of Dec. 1. an
existing air embargo on
Libya will get tighter.

THE PA:'\TTHER

The $2,500 Leonard N. Perryman Commuru.cations Scholarship for Ethnic Minority
students is offered in recognition of Mr.
Perryman. a journalist for the United Methodist Church for nearly 30 years.
The scholarship is intended to aid Ethnic
minority undergraduate junior or senior students who plar1 to persue a carrer in religious
communications and are attending an accredited institution.
Applications for the 94-95 academic year
may be obtained by writing to: Committee
United Methodist Communications. Suite
1901, 475 Riverside Drive, New York, NY
10115.

Dr. Antonio Gonzales

it's on
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Key Dates
NOV. 16

Mlnt Condition Concert- Baby Dome
Nov. 19
Payroll Checks
NOV. 25-27

Thanksgiving Holiday

Nichelle Hardy
Co-Myerttsing Mana&et
Maurice Hope-1bompaon

Advtsor

Editorial '9Jlc.i
e Panther ls a bl-weekly publtcatJoQ
parted through
dvertlslng and student actMUes ftca sUP e,cpressed tn
he Panther arc not those of PVAMl.J · VleW~.AMUS Board
f Regents. lngulrle, HUlarct Hall
or th~ews & Mverslng: 857-2132 The Panther, PV~ 208 13oX 156
aJrte View. Texas 7_7446
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Non-Greek Organizations Offer Variety
By Michelle Fuentes

Panther Staff

The Greeks dominate student attention on
campus. But there is a
body
of non-Greek
organizations on campus
that could be of interest to
the Prairie View student
who is seeking fellowship
with creative writers,
criminal justice majors and
civil rights activists.
The Panther Club
serves as a fraternity for
the male athletes of Prairie
View. Yuri Hall. a senior
accounting major and
secretary for the Panther
Club. said that the club is
beneficial in that it brings
the athletes together as one
big family.
Members of the
Panther Club service the
community
by
volunteering at various
convalescent homes. The
club is open to all male
athletes of Prairie View.
For
person
interested, the club meets
every Tuesday at 10:30

p.m. in the Harrington
Science Building.
The Creative Writing
Club is a newly formed
organization that allows
students to express
themselves through poetry,
short stories, and other
literary works. Each
meeting
offers
the
opportunity for positive
feedback, on students
works, as well as
constructive criticism.
Aaron
Davis,
president of the Creative
Writing Club. feels it is
beneficial because it
exposes students to a
creative environment. The
club is organizing a creative
writing journal, in which
they will be able to highlight
their works.

or for anyone interested ln
Law Enforcement, Prairie
View offers the Criminal
Justice Club. The purpose
of this club ls to prepare
the students to work in a
Justice system that doesn't
necessarilyworkforus, (We
as black people), said Derek
Woodard, president of the
Club.
Members ofthe club
thinks it has been
beneficial to them in that it
has taken the classroom to
another level. In becoming
familiar with the instructors and students it
has created a more
comfortable environment.
Recently
the
Criminal Justice Club
attended a law school
forum in Houston. The

They service the
community in visiting area
schools to give readings to
the students. The Creative
Writing Club meets every
Monday at 5 p.m. in room
242. of the New Classroom
Building.

purpose of the forum was
to disburse informaUon on
law schools, in which more
than 80 law schools
attended.

Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP's). National
purpose is to eliminate
racial discrimination from
all aspects of life. Gary
Floyd, president of the
Prairie View chapter feels
that this chapter offers a
distinct work and service
to humanity in dealingwith
businesses in the Prairie
View Community.
He said it is
beneficial because it offers
great programs to aid in
establishing and enhancing the leadership
skills of the students, as
well as helping students
deal with the pertinent
issues that affect them as
college students.
One activity they
are planning is a financial
aid seminar. in which they
will inform students on how
tc apply for financial aid
effectively and efficiently.
The club is open to
everyone of all majors.

Their meetings are
held every Tuesday at 5
p.m in room 204 of the
Political Science building.
The
National
Association for the

Their next meeting
will be held Nov. 18th. at
6:30 p.m. in the John &.
Coleman library. (Public
Events room), room 108..

For majors and
minors of Criminal Justice.

Dear Readers:

V Responds Well to "Wall Project"
/

In our effort to

re orded and then pffl'l'!lllii)is.•
reality of hum n society.
By Patrina Pelton
in
archives for futtlr
However.
racism
is
not
the
Special to the Panther
primary problem facing the reference."
The "Wall Project
Black community: how we
In an effort to
will
be
an ongoing projec
romote student activism allow it to affect us is. Today
n campus. the Political in 1993. we are responsible with the hopes that at th
cience club began the for our own actions, our end of the year it will
'Wall project" on Nov. 2. in own ideals. and our own donated to the Specia
status. We cannot change Collections/ Archives o
umni Hall.
the ideals of society, but we J.B. Coleman library.
The "Wall project".
The remaining da
n idea taken from PV can change our own."
Many
other for student partlcipa
raduate.
Maya
this semester are Nov. 14
responses
were
recorded
ockeymoore who saw a
and
Nov. 29. from 4-6p.m
and
approximately
200
imilar project while visiting
in
Alumni
Hall.
rdue University, consists student stopped to either
Patrina
Pelton
fa 1O feet x 3 feet of paper read or sign the poster.
president. said, "I woul
Not
only
the
pan which a question
like
all students to offi
students,
but
the
faculty
oncerning the student
their
opinions
o
have
embraced
the
project.
opulation of Prairie View
expressions:
this
is
yo
When told of the
s written.
The students are impending projector. Mack , forum. My one concern
that profanity not be us
en asked to voice their Jones. head of the
on
the poster, orwewillno
department
of
social
and
pinion on: "Do you believe
be
allowed to post it fo
political
science
stated,
"It
ere ls racism in Waller
other
students to read:
will be interesting to see
ounty?"
the students reactions; the
Greg
Newton.
perceptions
could be
enior, wrote. "Racism is a

produce a better and
larger paper, we
have switched to a
new system that
will allow us more
creativity in future
issues.
You may notice in
this issue
discrepancies that
were not
intentional. We are
in the process of
perfecting the
system to better
serve you.
Thank you.
The Panther

,.s I ; h .

Photo By MIies Carter
Frank Jackson addresses the audience as the other panel looks on at the Rho Chi Psi
seminar

Greeks Speak on Hazing
By Derald D. Powell

Panther Staff
In an effort to find
out more about hazing the
recently formed service
organization of Rho Chi Psi
held a seminar entitled
"Hazing: To Be or Not to Be".
The seminar was set
up in panel format ,v1th the
panel being comprised of
Elton McWashington of
Kappa Kappa Psi, Kimberly
Owens ofDelta SigmaTheta,
George Smith ofthe graduate
chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi.
and Frank Jackson of the
Alpha Phi Alpha graduate
chapter.
Jackson began the
evening by iving a brtef
hfstozy of hazing. He said
that each culture bas a rites
ofpassage program but now
these programs have
deteriorated to controls of
power.
When Master of
Ceremonies, Sean Devonn
of Rho Ch1 Psi, ask1:.'Cl the
panelists how they would
define hazing Smith
responded by saying that
hazing is anything that will
compromise character and/
or personal safety. Smith
also said, "Each individual
applying to the organization
must ask his or herself is it
worth it to be a part of that
organlzatlon.
Devonn posed a
question regarding the
intake
process.
McWashingtonsaid, "1bings
get out of hand or become
extremewhen there's no real
purpose of things are done
for the enjoyment of the
members and not for the ,
pledgees."
Owens said the main
purpose ofthe intake process

is to learn the history of the
organization, not discipline.
About the actual
physical abuse that goes on
during the intake process
Jackson said, .. You cannot
beat brotherhood or
sisterhood into an individual
. .. 10 punches or one punch
doesn't make a good brother
or sister."
Toward the end ofthe
program Jackson said if
things don't change "some
of you are going to prison
and then you will be pledged
there to. He added, .. We've
got to be able to control that
beast in us and don't abuse
the au thortty once you have
it."

After the panelist
were through Rho Chi Psi
hfstonan George Spillman
said, ..I thJnk Jt went pretty
well, we had good speakers
and their points were
conveyed to the people that
were here."
Kimberly Stevens, a
female member of Rho Chi
Psi, said,"ltwasaslowstart,
but the speakers did a
fantastic
Job.
Very
interesting."
Chris
Knight,
President of Rho Chi Psi,
said "It went well but a lot
more people should've been
here."
After the program
Rho Chi Psi was taking
donations for the Marcus
Hayne
Memorfal
Scholarship and the trust
fund set up for his two
children.
Knight added, "We
will start giving out the
scholarship as early as next
semester to a student from
(Haynes alma mat er )
Booker T. Washington" .

fl FRESH CHRNGE OF PRCE

BUY ONE
SIX INCH SUB

GET ONE
OF EQUAL OR LESSER
VALUE FOR

FREE!*
*With purchase of a
medium soft drink.

BUY ONE
FOOT LONG OR SALAD
AT REGULAR PRICE

GET ONE

MIKE'S AUTO PARTS

$1.00 .
OFF...

Late Model Ruto c, ·Pick:-up Saluage
50- 75% Off New Price
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onferenee Filled With· C
By Candice Y. Clay

Panther Staff
The reality of how
tiff competition 1s in the
ewspaper industry hlt
ight
Prairie
View
ommunicatlons students
hen they attended a
ecentconference in Dallas.
"From
the
onference it was apparent
ow the l~ck of funds The
nther ts receiving is
ffecUng how well we
mpetewith other schools.
sically. we've got a long
y to go," said Derald O.
owell managing editor of
e Panther.
The
regional
ndustry-wide
Job
pportunities conference
or minortues began on
esday afternoon Oct 26.
th two seminars. After
he seminars there was
inner where the stud~ts
rom schools as far away
niversity of Arkansas at
e Bluff, could mingle
1th
newspaper
rofesstonals. ,
A
continental
reakfast preceded the
ntervi~ws Wednesday

Ce■•••111M1 .............. fair 0d. 2' A 27 la Dalu

The
student
attending the conferenc
e communication
wer
majors Baty, Powell
Candice Clay. 5tephani
Banks. Derek Walls
Nichelle Hardy. P-orU
Hopkins
a nd
Lls
Rosborough.
The conference
sponsored
by
th
Newapaper Association o
America and The Dalla
MorningNews. Newspa
professionals and colleg
students came from Texas
Oklahoma. Arkansas

morning. The interviews
werescheduledfrom9a.m.
to 5 p.m. on Wednesday
with a break from noon to
1·30 pm for lunch and a
·
· ·
speake~handra
Baty,
editor-in-chief of The
Panther said, "I think that
more communications
majors need tobe exposed
to competition at an early
stage in their college
careers. You don't know
h~ tough the competition
ts out there until you have
expertenc~ u.

KPVU-FM Has Multiple Role
By Gitonga M'mbijjewe

Panther Staff
1

Accounting Firm Sets Up Scholarship
To Encourage Blacks to Seek Ph.D.
said.

By Vonnie C. Dones III
Panther Staff

KPMq should be

Is there a scarcity
of black Ph.Ds. in the accounting profession?
"Yes." says Dr. Sid
Howard Credle. chair of
the department of accounting and information
systems at PV.
"Data indicate that
the small number of African-American accounting
Ph. Ds. has had a substantial impact on the accoun Ung profession,"
Credle said.

commendeti for this
much-needed supported,"
said Credle, who reportedly is the only AfricanAmerican to graduate with
a doctorate in accounting
from the University of
Texas in Austin. and one
of less than 70 Black
Ph.Ds. in the field.
KPMG is committed to a market structure
in which future accountants will be selected for a
broad range of abilities
that go beyond technical
proficiency, Credle said.

In a move designed
to increase opportunities
for black scholars in the
accounting firm has committed more than $1 million for a scholarship program to help AfricanAmericans pursue doctorates in accounting, Credle

"Diversity isn't a
'buzzword' at KPMG: it's
an imperative," said Mary
L. Dupont, a partner at
KPMG in charge of human resources. and a
trustee of the scholarship
foundation that has been
set up by her company.

"We are taking this
initiative to increase the
pool ofAfrican-Americans
- a segment of society
sorely under-represented
in the accounting profession today," Dupont said.
Does KPMG have
any new programs in prospective for the future?
New programs, company
officials say. will be directed toward increasing
the pool of quality students entering the profession.

KPVU-FM,
the
station on the hill. has a
multiple role that is
sometimes
misunderstood.
It serves Prairie
View and surrounding
communities by giving
them access to an
alterna Uve
mix
of
entertainment
and
formation.
But what's not
often realized is that the
station. 91.3 on the FM
dial, is a non-commercial,
public radio station,
licensed to PV, and that
while it devotes a
significant portion of its
air Ume to news, public
affairs, campus concerns
and a variety of music, it

Waller Village
Shopping Center
Waller, Texas

I

77484

(409) 372-2211

OIAM0ND SETTING
JEWELRY RF.PAIR
CUSTOM pESIGNS

CHINESE RESTAURANT

M.O.R.E.-The Minority Officer Recruiting Effort--helps

men and women with money for tuition today, and the promise
of an exciting career tomorrow.

6 OAys t U,:,CH BUFFFT (Al you [an fat)
S4.95
Mon. -Fri. : 11 :0OA.M. · 2:30 P.M.
Sunday : 11: 30 A.M.· 2:30 P.M.

If you are a minority student
attending an HBCU or a member
school of the HACU, or ~th~r . .
approved institutions with s1gnif1cant
minority populations, you could be
eligible for M.O.R.E.
That could mean up to two years
of full college tuition, and many •
other benefits.

QINNER BUfffT CAIi You Can Eat}
$5.95
Mon. & Wed. Only : 5:00P.M.-8:00 P.M.

LOOSE & MOUNTEu DIAMONDS

~\\~.!//~~

~

GENUINE GEM STCH.:S
ENGRAVING

And when yo~ graduate you'll be
an officer in the U.S. Coast Guard
And while you may not spend yo~r
entire _three years on the sea, you will
set sail on an exciting and rewardin
9
course for your future.
To find out if you qualify, contact:

ROBERT LOCKE

(713) 226-2268

~

THE U.S. COAST GUARD
BE PART OF THE ACTION

HARRIS JEWELRY
1219 FARR STREET

P.O.BOX480
WALLER, TEXAS n4M

organizations access to
free advertising as they
serve as volunteers during
the weeklong drive.
This year's first
radiothon was held Oct.
24-31
under
t he
supervision of Mrs. Carol
Campbell. The station's
goal was to raise $10,000.
By week's end, $6,500 in
pledges had been made.
That figure fell
short of the station's goal,
but the station remains
on the air. KPVU is not in
competition
with
commercial stations like
102 or 97.9, but rather is
out to satisfy the tastes of
a wide variety of listeners
who seek a reprieve from
the bombardment that
sometimes comes from
the commercial stations,

Money for
College plus
a three-year
Cruise.

"The profession is
evolving," says Robert C.
Barry Jr., foundation
chairman an a partner in
Pittsburgh. "The profile of
the accountant wtll
change dramatically over
the next decade and unless we act now to attract
the kinds of people who
can take on the added dimensions. we will all lose
out."

S0LJ.lER P1"60DPL
31315 FM

also serves as a training
facility for students
interested in pursuing a
broadcasting career.
And it's because
the station is a noncommercial, public radio
station that it needs to
run to its audience for
support to keep it on the
air.
For this reason, the
station holds a radiothon
each semester. The
radiothons are the most
direct way for the station
to reach and encourage
listeners to give the
s tation financial support.
Those who invest in
the station through
contributions become
members of a station that
continues to grow and
expand. The radiothon
also allows campus

(409) 372-381?
30 YEARS EXP.

.......

Li esty es
MlXIN iEJVENT ~

Mint ConditionBrings 'How-To' Workshop To PV

International Student Week

Panther Staff

§uoday,Nou.14,1993
11 :00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Non-denominational
Service
l:00p.m.
International Arts &
Crafts Display
John B. Coleman
Library, Lobby
11:00 a.m.
Cricket
Game
(PVAMU vs Rice University)
Golf Course (Behind
the Tennis Courts)

Dancers
In front of memorial
Student Center

Tuesday, Nou. 16, 1993
12:00- 3:00 p.m.- MOVIES
ALL MOVIES will be shown

in J.B. Coleman. Public
Events Room. 108- Take a
lunch break. see a moviecool drinks provided 1111

•Items wW be OD display
throughout the week of
acUvltles.

Wednesdau,Nop.17, 1993

Mondqy.Nov.1s,1993

12:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m. -

International Food

Day
MOVIES
•Cultural Awareness Day"

International
Symposiwn
J .B. ColemanLibrary
, Room 108

"Thinking Worldly, Actlng
Locally"
Dr. Doris F. Price

Assistant Vice President of
Student Affairs
Facilitator
9:00 - 9:30 a.m.
Continental
Breakfast
THE OCCASION
Dr. Doris Price
A WORD FROM OUR VP
CoJ. (Retired) Jiles P.
Daniels
11 :30-1 :30 p.m.

Buffet Luncheon
1:30-2:30 p.m.
QUESTIONS&
ANSWERS
SOCIAL DRAMA

CLOSING

REMARKS
3:00-4:00 p.m.
Hispanic Folklore

TheAncient Afrtcans
(Films)

Bangladesh Slide
Show
3:30-5:00 p.m.
Live Performance
DJ- Music with an
international flare!
Front entrance of the
Memorial Student Center

Thwsdau, Nov.18,1993
12:00- 4:00 p.m.
Los Tejanos (Film)
'IbeNative
American
The Alabama Cousa Tribal
Council of Northeast Texas
The Story ofJazz
The origin of Jaz.z in New
Orleans

By Chandra Baty

The popular R&B
group Mint condition Will
bring their black musical
workshop tour to Prairie
View A&M on Tuesday, Nov.
16 in the university
fieldhouse.
Toe workshop tour
entitled 2x·s oa Flavor
features Mint condition
and newcomer rapper Dred
Scott from Perspective
records. At2 p.m. 1hegroup
will sponsor a free
workshop and discuss
th e
aspects
of
entertainment business
such as record producing
. and artist development.
In September A&M
records contacted the
Department
of
Communications about
holding a Black College
Workshop on the campus.
Out of 117 HBCUs Pralrte
· View A&M was one of the
fifteen schools chosen to

Hosted

b
y
Chandra
Hill. and
Morenike
Efuntade.
the Eta
B e t a
chapter
of Delta
sigma
Theta
Sorority,
I n C ,
sponsored
its fifth
annual
Mr.
lO
S holarship pageant. The
w~nner for the '93-'94
school year is Nakia
Thomas who replaces Karl
"The King of Swing"
Mayes. Thomas is ajunior
from Houston who is
majoring in advertising
Thomas won a $200
art.
d t
scholarship and a a e
with a Delta.
contestants were
udged in four scenes. and
Jineach scene points were
gtven for appearance.

Drcd Scott

host the group.
"It's a tremendous
opportunity. I thought it
was
an
excellent
opportunity for our
students interested in the
business to actually speak
to people in the industry."

said Dr. Lori Gray. general
manager of KPVU. "There
are a number of talented
students on campus that I
hope will take advantage of
this opportunity."
Keyboardist Larry
Waddell toldJ.R. Reynolds,

:Qomecoming Concert Filled With Variety
By Stephanie Banks
and Portia Hopkins

Panther Staff

year'
Jlomecomfngconcert
.....,......;:.-..,..,.
Babydorne provt ~
audience with a variety of
acts and styles. Styles
ranged from comedy to
Fridau,Noo.19,1993
.musical.
Flava, five young
11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Open-AirB37.aarwith men from Port Arthur,
brought to the stage a
displays
versatile
sound of ballads,
3: 15-4:00 p.m.
hip-hop,
and a bit of rap.
Live PerformanceThis
style
was described
African Dance Troupe
as "flava". This "PA" s
4:00 p.m.
(Port Authur) of music
Soccer Tournament
came through in the grand
performance of debut
single ," How Can I Be So
Blind'._

Prairie View student made
his appearance at the
concert as a featured act.
Th
Uve Houstontan

mu le as

This

Thomas Wins Mr. PV 10
By Charlette Jones
Panther Staff

columnist for a Blue Bell.
Pa. magazine, "We feel that
music helps bring out a
certain unit y t o t he
community and being part
of 1t helps show that you
can be a success~ you
focus on your goals and
give it your all."
Mint Condition
formed in the early '80s
and a ll members of the sixpiece band hail from St.
Paul, Minn. excep t Chicago
native, Ricky Kinchen.
The group is known
for their song. "Breakin' My
Heart (Pretty Brown Eyes)".
on t heir deb u t a lbum
"Meant to be Mint". a n d
"Nobody Does It Betta" a n d
"Are You Single" on th eir
second a lbum entitled
"From the Mint Factory".
"I think they a re
positive, t alented black
men. The mere fact of them
doing this is a tremendous
gesture of giving back to
the commu nity." s aid Gray.

Thegroupprefersto
ing ballads because they
sense that the market la
originality, poise. and filled with rappers and If
articulation. The question they want to dance they
and answer can listen to the rappers
scene was the but if they want a slower
final scene, and pace they can listen to•
was worth 50 Flava" on a more mature
level. The groups tries to
points.
Mr. 9.9 is cater to all age groups with
Kesler Fretty. their material. "First and
and
won a most we always put God
first and after that
$
1
0
0
everything will take tts
scholarship. If place."
Mr. 10 cannot
Mc Eiht. another
fulfill
his upcoming artist whose
duties, Mr. 9.9 music made its rap debut
will inherit the in the critically claimed
" Menace to
crown. Fretty movie.
Society,"
with
his hit ,
feels that it
would
have Straight Up Menance was
been a pleasure to be also one of the featured
crowned Mr. 10 how-ever. attracUons at the concert.
The Compton Californ1a
as Mr. 9.9 he says. " It is
duo performed t\VO cuts
an honor to represent my . from their album 9n thetr
peers as well as the ladies Epic
label.
Elht
of Delta Sigma Theta (pronounced like eight) and
Sorority in a professionaJ Chill. say that they got-their
manner."
Other name from members in the
participants included rap group. Compton's Most
Phillip O'Neal Jr.; Sedric Wanted. Eiht chose to
Alderson; Kevin Roberts spell his name wttb out the
who won an award for "t' to be different, Elht's
having the best attitude, latest slngle " PtJt In Much
Work" is featured on their
and Demond Gray who ·
new album we Come
won an award for the bestStrapped.
dressed contestants.
J-Real. a former

•

-

,,,_..c__,_~~:-,-

&:>111.1a,. •

M

m
po -blank .. . I
tell what is really going on
and I do not beat around
the bush.. says Real. Even
though his first album was
shelved. World Wide
Records saw potential in
his music and asked him
to sign on as a recording
artist. Rears music Is now
on ttie United Kingdom
charts and he will begin
his promotion in London
soon. '-You must be point
blank with your life and
your music if you want
succeed in the business."
he sai4.
though Raab. a
native f Florida. has only
been tn the business for
fourmmths. he has begun
to mak a name for himself

in the recording industry.

hlt the number one Black
Raab bought his style of Billboard Album Chart in
muslc to the Babydome for
1990 . the group's second
homecoming with his hit album, Keep It Goin' On
Single. '"Foreplay". _ ~iiiif!J.~"'"'"'':£
=~;..,
turecl thetr stzillng
Rh hm = ~a:n~
s sin e" Shes laying Hard
recording artist album, To Get". 1bJs album also
"Your The One·. brings a owed the group to
back the live in to expand their vocal talents
relationships and couples with ballads." QualftyTip1.e
back together. Raab thinks "and" Unconditional Love".
that romance is the full
But, of course Hi-Five still
satisfaction of a woman.
loves to "pump up the
The hottest act that funk". This dynamic
stormed the stage that
combination of natural
night was. the sensational talent. poise and charisma
vocal group out of Waco,
has made Hi-Five pne of
Texas. Hi-Five. This group the most exciting new acts
in-the 90's

·-:,$ $$ MONJW JFOIR sciJJbiJL $$$ . .

' ' Scholarships

f}

GrantfGuaraqtee~!

·* We.can m1nch ~ holarships by dPA; Neeqt Hobbies,
Major, Age or Ethnicity.
i ;;i
* We specialize in finding fwtds for currently enrolled

CQllege students.

' For more information, call Dan at (713) 395--2329 , •
' OR Write! AD PRODUCTIONS. J>.0 . Box $70571,
~·
;•
Houston► TX77257"0$71
❖

:~:~:: :;:~:

'

·..

F~ DELICIOUS MEXICAN FOOD
MAKE MY PLACE YOUR. PLACE ...
tacos

Enjy Victor & Pilar's delicious beef and
chiken tacos, tostadas, tamales, tortas, and
queadillas. For dessert try our delicious
Ail\retto and New York Style cheesecakes.

J,for 1

My:>lace also offers a variety of groceries
inclding cold beverages.

~Pkt» MMJoa11 ~JJoat.u.,. S/oJt.
Locted at the comer of Owens and University
Rd. 1 ear the py campus main entrance).

Business Hours
Mon - Sat 9:am - 11:pm
Sun
3:pm - 11:pm

(carry-out only)

--

;;;---.!?ERRICK DOLL: Full time student at PV.
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Homecoming Night Full of Laughs
Carpenter
'is
working on several 1V
pilots, which he says
takes about 12 hours of
his day as well as doing
his regular road work. A
TV
pilot
is
a
"demonstration" tape of a
show and is used to try to
sell to different buyers to
possibly get a sitcom.
Next
week
Carpenter will be in
Detroit and Philadelphia
Teddy Carpenter
the week after that.
Although they are
close in age Carpenter and
Howard's style differ comedy 1s interesting an
drama tlcally.
This harder
that
othe
difference is based on entertainmen
experience. Howard has professions because
been doing comedy unlike singing and acting
professionally for two where you have severa
years whereas Carpenter people working together
has been professionally everything depends o
doing com~dy for six you and yoy alone.
years.
Howard's mes-sag
During the show,
Howard got upset with to his audience is to b
himself because the positive and he targets 18
audience booed him. He 35 year old audiences.
said that, as a comedian
He will be in Ohi
it, is very hard to go to a
in
a
couple
of weeks an
"cold" audience and make
after
that
he
will be takin
them laugh. The audience
was cold because of a 15- some time off.
minute intermisston. H
Howard
an
described his problem as
Carpenter performed a
"l let the audience tak
the homecoming concer
control instead of taktn
in the baby dom
control of the audience."
Saturday, Nov. 6. at 7:3
Howard said tha
p.m. with approximate!
3,000 in attendance.

ByCandiceY.Clay

Panther Staff______ I
--..;,;,,.;;.;;;;;,;;.

Among the many
,tars who came to the PV
:ampus for homecoming
ast weekend were two
"omedians Daran
award, who was master
f ceremonies for the
omecoming concert. and
eddy Carpenter, one of
~e main attractions.
Carpenter. who
as disarmingly down-toarth. is a Washington
.C. native who takes his
very, very. very, very.
ery. very hectic" life as a
omedian very seriously.
Carpenter said he
as not trying to convey a
special message to his
udience: "!Just tell them
the audience) what I
think and most people
ust happen to agree with
1e." During his shows he
~peaks about unjust
treatment of Blacks based
on color. He also said
that Blacks tend to react
to situations rather than
laughing. he said.
The length and
content of Carpenter's
show depends a lot on the
audience. His material "is
not meant to offend or
hurt anyone." Carpenter
said his target audience
is "anyone who's Black
and can understand."

1. Never Should've Let You Go. ................ High F"IVe
2. Just Kickin'. . . ....... .. ......... . . . . .. ... . . X'scape
3.Downtown (remix) .. .. . ..... . . . ........ .. . .SNV

11'5

ALI.
YOURS!

4.NeverKeeping Secrets. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : ...... ..Babyface
5. Something In Your Eyes . . . . . . . . . . . .. Belll Biv Devoe
6. Seven Whole Days.. . .. ... .. .. . .. . . . . .. .Toni Broxton
7. Dreomlover .. •, . . ........... . .... ... .Mariah Corey
8. Laid Bock Gir1 . ....... .. . .... . . . .. .. .... . ... Maze

9. Ruff Neck . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .MC. Lyte

There

•

IS

a Derrick Doll Here at PV

~-a-ld_D_.-P-ow_e_ll_ _ __.:,_

Panther Staff

Of the nearly 5,500
Students at PV, only one
has the distinction of being
a Houston Oiler cheerleader.
Jamelyn Williams is
beautiful, articulate, and
down-to- earth. She recently
spoke to The Panther about
the rigors of being a
professional cheeri.eader
since 1991 and ajuU time
student.

18.
have
flexible
hours ....and it helps to have
a dance background, but is
not required."
Williams, a Junior
Radio/TV major and
Houston native, say's its
very demanding being a
Doll, but "it's fun and good
experience." The dolls
practice between nine and
IO hours a week in
downtown Houston, are
weighed every week, and
have to make numerous
personal appearances. said

tryouts was the bikini
competition because the
Judges were extremely
close, but it was necessary
"so they could see how
you're going to look in the
two-piece uniforms."
She said there is also
a background check to
make sure the girls are
"wholesome".
. You will not get rich
being a Doll, Williams said.
You receive only $20 a
week from the organization,
said Williams, but "we get a
lot of publicity, the
opportunity to meet a lot of
people. and two tickets to
each home game." Williams
added that their incomes
are supplemented by
personal appearances.
The Derrick Dolls
are a culturally diverse
group, with the average age
of the cheerleaders being
about 26. Williams says
she's bothered by the
stereotype that professional
cheerleaders are not
intellectual because.
"Everybody either has a
degree or is working toward
a des;!ree."
Dolls can't date any
members of the Oiler
football team. "If you date
them you'll be kicked off
the squad," she said.
She likes to give
autographs, but says that
being surrounded by 30

Jamelyn Wllllams

Williams begins by
informing me that the
ac tual name of the
cheerleading squad is the
Derrick (as in the pyramid
shaped
device that
supportsanoilpump) Dolls
and not the Houston Oiler
Cheerleaders.
Williams,
who
stands 5 feet 7 inches.
began taking Jazz and
gymnastic lessons at age 6
and said. "To become a
Doll you must be at least

10. Hey Mr. D.J...... ... .... ... .. .. ..... . .. . ... Zhane

Williams.
Williams said that
the most trying part of
becoming a cheerleader was
the tryout process. Her first
year the competition was
intense with approximately
500 women trying for 36
spots.
The tryout also
included an interview and
a written exam which tested
her general knowledge of
football. Williams said the
most uncomfortable part of

children

makes

the

experience trying because
she likes to make things
"personal".
Williams
encourages other girls to
try-out by contacting the
Oiler office, but says that "
you have to love to dance
and cheer. and have flexible
hours."
Williams' family is
very supportive and wants
her to keep cheering -but
she says, 'This will probably
be my last year so I can h ('
more involved in school. but
there 1s a possibility that I
wray do it rafter school "

..
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MAKEA
RUN FOR
THE
BORDER/

R.ead It On
Lif'·es
.. t:.y I es
.'
.c....... -

•••••.

i

t

BUY A HRRD TRCD,
BEEF BURRIT01
BURRITO SUPREME,
& MEDIUM DRINK
All for only

i
'

I!
''
'.

($3. 7~
•

ARIES (March 21-April 19) •Stop putting it off; it's time to pay your
bills and balance your checkbook. Be done before dark ..

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 jov. 21) •Your Pat' nee will see you through.
Even though it ma}i>me from a fricnd\•s
still a rumor, so don't
1
believe it.
'

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) >t'fodayisa good day to get organized.
Relax and tell your secrets to your loved one tonight. Do something
you've always dreamed of.

SAGITIARIUS ( . 22- Dec. 21) • If
cone did you a favor and
.
d
., .
sorn
d
th ey a m nee no 1t s time to give back, Keep goo on your
promise. Clean up

GEMINI (May 21- June 21) "'Learn how to manage and invest your
money. If there's nothing to work with, consult someone.

CAPRICORN (De:22 - Jan. 19) •You sh uld have alot of energy.
It's good time for !veiling. A meeting ~ay bring much needed

CANCER (June 22- July 22) •Plan today well or you'll get anything
done. Throw out everything you don't need.

help.

at

TA CO BELL
for a limited dme

.LIBRA (Sept. 23 • 0 23) •If you go :;ho ping, pick up something
for a friend . Today Id be the day yo/make a romantic contact.

only.

Sf <J>:J:M <J>roJ.u,:&n
i . - , ..• . ~ - - - - "- . : : : - ~" ·

u
fl.
W' Jl/
JL._

AQUARIUS (Jan • Feb 18) "'It's ti·
study .spending before
·
rnc to
you ask for mone An old friend could bC of assistance.

LEO (July 23- Aug. 22) •Re-examine your time management. Try
help from a digitalized source. If you let it happen,aclose friendship
could become something more..

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) •Hold your questions a little longer

PISCES (Feb. 19 "'· 20) 'Take.can, of

50

.,,eon• else lo, a change.

although you've been studying, waft untff you get mo,e answe.-s 1~

·~--==--_J_It_m_a_y_b_r_in_g_y_o_u'.....1-·ti_v_e_at-te_n_ti-on_fr_on_,_a_s_upe-ri_or_._ _ _ _ _ _s_h_o_w_y_o_u_r_gr_o_w_t_h._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __J
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Hoop It Up Greeks

Could We Possibly
Win in 93-94 ?

Charlette E. Jones
Sports Editor
As football season
comes to a close. and
basketball season ls about
to begin, I have been
?earing the same question,
Why can't we win?."
Several people have tried
to explain or even make
excuses for the losing
streaks in football and
basketball. Because I am
a former athlete. I have
been around to hear all the
explanations and excuses.
I have heard
players say they needed
athletic scholarships. 1
guess they believed that if
they
had
these
scholarships they could
concen tra le on their
respective sport, and, of
course, their grades.
Possibly they thought that
they
needed
the
scholarship to spur them
to perform to their upmost
ability. If this is the case. I
think that these athletes
should not even be playing
because if they truely
wanted to play. they would
work around the money. I
say this because if an
athlete is performing, the
coaches will find a way to
keep him or her around.
I have heard
directors
say
that
scholarship money. by
itself, is not going to make
the teams win. I agree
partially. because if
outstanding athletes have
a choice of going to school
"A".where evexythingis paid
for. or going to school "B".
where they have to pay for
everything. most athletes

By Rodney Harris

Panther Staff

are going to choose school
"A". I think that this is
where Prairie View loses
most ofthe "good athletes ...
I have also heard
coaches blame PV's losing
on the lack of scholarship
funds. They think that they
are missing out on all of
those outstanding students
who choose the"A" schools
based on the financial
packages the "A" schools
offer.
I think that if an
athlete is not performing to
his or her best ability, then
it is partially the athletes
fault. Part ofthe blame also
goes to the coach, because
no matter what the
situation, the coach should
not allow the athlete to
become so distracted, that
he or she cannot perform.
A big part of the
blame ts placed on the
coaches, and for good ·
reason. A coach 1s blamed
'·
Gitonga M'Mbijjewe
when a crucial decision
The cheerleaders pose·for a homecoming 93 picture.
needs to be made, and he
or she chooses the wrong
play. If the wrong play is
frompg.1
chosen, the coaches
sensitivity, and Ms. Lynn
\
deserve to be blame. but if Hawkins,
Director of
Theweek'sactivitles
the athletes don't follow Foreign Student and culminate with an open-air\
through with the play. then ApprovalSchoolPrograms, bazaar on Friday. Nov. 19.
they too deserve part of the a
department
of The bazaar is open to all
blame.
Immigration
and At:dGilaza,uons. clubs and
I have personally Naturalization Services.
private individuals or
heard coaches, when
Other activities organizations, and is an
approached with a tough scheduled are fil
opportunity for the
ms
g . t
game, say, " Don't lose too highlighting different
or an1za ions to raise
bad, and please don't
embarrass yourselves or cultures. Films can be funds.
me. " They have also said viewed in the Public Events
Roomofthelibrarystartlng for There will be no fee
thingstotheeffectthatthey ,Tuesday.
organizations
(coaches) have already been
Live performances participating in the bazaar.
to the top, and that there is will feature the African However. donations to the
nothing that athletes can Dance Troupe and the International Students·
do to bring them down.
Hispanic Folk1ore Dancers. Association will be
When a coach
accepted.
doesn't have any confidence
in themembersoftheteam,
the team members will not
have confidence in
themselves. It is extremely
hard to believe in yourself
when someone ls always
By Charlette Jones
puttlngyou down, or saying
Panther
Staff
that you won't achieve. So,
let's support the athletic
The Panther Track Team
was happy and fortunate to
teams . think positive and
receive a highly sought after
positive things happen.

International

The tournament's
inventor, Deosick Burney a
senior accounting major,
said that he got the idea
from watching Magic
Johnson's
annual
basketball game which
benefits the United Negro
College Fund. Burney
decided that a game format
like Magic Johnson·s could
be used to provide food and
clothing for the less
fortunate in Waller and
surrounding counties.
Burney said that the
Roundball Classic had four
main purposes: 1) to
provide food and clothing
for the people in the area 2)
to display Greek unity 3) to
provide entertainment for
th e alumni and students
and 4) to one day join
alumni
an
undergraduated in future
games.
"The Gre~k unity

PV Shotputter
MayWin SWAC

athlete. Since Rod Scott decided to leave LaMarque mgh
School for Prairie View in 1990,
. - - - - - - - - , , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . h e has been an unbeatable
force in the SWAC Conference
for the Shot Put event.

Panther
Of The
Week
This weeks Panther
the week ts Torrence
rooks. a Freshman
iology major who is a Wide
ecetvor and special team
ember. Brooks la ranked
th in the SWAC in punt
etums averaging 8 yards
er carry. Brooks came to
because he felt that he
ould make a contribution
the team. He felt that
0
V's program would
ballenge both htmself and
s team.mates. He hopes
at bis contrtbutton Will

The
Greek
Fraternities of Phi Beta
Sigma, Alpha Phi Alpha, and
Kappa Alpha Psi came
together to play in a benefit
basketball tournament in
the New Gym on Tuesday,
Nov. 2.
The First Annual
Greek
Fraternity
Round ball
Classic,
sponsored by Phi Beta
Sigma. unofficially started
the homecoming week and
basketball season at Prairie
View.

help tum the football team
around. Brooks feels that
when comparing last years
team to this year, this years
team has more talent. The
coaches are enforcing the
never quit philosophy.
Brooks also felt that the
football team 1s good, but
they -the coaches- need to
find the right combination
of talent. He also went on
to say that when the right
comblna tion of players
comes together, the team
will start winning games.

Scott started his
SWAC winning assault in
the spring of '91 by winning
his event in the SWAC
championship and being
invited to the national track
meet.
After winning the
outstanding freshman
award, Scott continued to
dominate the sWAC
conference in ·92 earning
the most points in the
conference and being on top
of the conference in shot
put.
Spring '93 saw scott
achieve a 3rd place showing

Rod Scott
in the national meet and

5th place in the Canadian
meet.

was important because the
majority of the population
view us as though we were
rival gangs. We get along
very well and this game
was one way to illustrate
that fact," Burney said.
The non-profit
Greek
Fraternity
Roundball Classic was the
first ofits kind Burney said.
The tournament consisted
of 30-minute games with
the Alphas receiving a first
round BYE. "We wanted
the BYE," said Burney for
the Sigmas. "but we lost to
the flip of the coin."
In the doubleelimination tournament
the Kappas became the first
basketbap Kings ofthe Hill.
They won all three of their
games. the last by a 36 - 31
score over the Sigmas.
Despite a little controversy
over some referee's calls,
Burney was happy with the
tum-out. "I would love a
rematch but I think we all
won. How can you lose
when you help needy
people? ask Burney.
The
Roundball
Classic appeared to be
successful for its inaugural
year. The Sigmas would
like to thank Coach
Burgess
and
the
intramural department for
their help and hopefully.
this will become an annual
homecoming event, aaid
Burney.

orts
Oh..... So Close

Fenced In at Praire View
Continued from pg. 1
have been completed before Becton. .. The money could
not be used for any other
he moved into his home on purpose than upgrading the
the campus.
property," he said.
Because he felt it was
Many
studen ts
unnecessary, he decided not
have it bulit when he firs t thought Becton completed
'moved in, said Becton.
the fence before Homecoming
because his son wa s
What prompted him assaulted in February after a
tohavethefencebuilt,Becton game. and he feared a
said, were several incidents reccurrence a ft er PVnear his home of people Arkansas football game.
ignoring the sidewalks
"The
fences ·
depositingdebrtsandabusing completion
prior
to
the property.
Homecoming was no more

By Rodney Harris
Panther Staff

at other un1ver54t1es moS t
presidents have fences
around their homes. Thi5
University is one of tbe
latest to have a fence
surrounding
the
president's home. I feel
that it was something that
needed to be done. 1
actually think it looks
good."

Prairie
View·s
Blackshear Field was the
site where a homecoming
crowd of 8. 007 fans almost
witnessed a victory instead
of a 12-8 loss.
The University of
Arkansas at Pine Bluff
almost
became
the
President Becton
Panther's first victim in 33would like to focus on the
games but their 12-points
positive t hings about
were enough to keep them
Gitonga M'mbijjewe
out of the Panther's claws.
Prairie View. He has
Prairie View (0-9)
Panthers head toward the goal line for a touchdown.
"I wonder if he coincidental than the
recently been elected as
had the opportunity to put
[President Becton] considered information center being
Vice-Chair
man of the
the first points on the board
having the funds that were opened. The fence will not
Southern
Region
with a field goal but fell two
used for the fence used have any locked gates, only
Education
Board.
yards short when they had
within the university for the drive-in will be
In addition to the
to run the ball on a bad
..
I
think
we
are
the
things that are more electronically controlled.
By Rodney Harris
new ·fence the president
snap from center.
team to beat." said Stanley necessary," said PV Junior, The fence does not deny
Panther Staff
mentioned
that there are
"I still thought we
Armstrong. a Junior Portia Hopkins. ,
entry," said Becton.
new
parking
lot spaces that
had a chance to win the
The
Intramural
chemical engineering
In addition to
have been recently painted.
game only being down by Football Season began with
major. 'We want to go to
protecting the property, the
He also added that he
Payment
for
the
fence
6rJ?Oints at halftime." said 10 teams fighting for the
the "Baby Super Bowl" and
fence enhances the
would
like Prairie View
came
out
of
money
assigned
Cliarles Hopper, a Junior nght to be crowned the Flag we will work for it,· said
university's appearance.
students
to participate in
for the upkeep of the
electrical engineering Football Champions.
Armstrong.
Derek Woodard, a PV
activities that are culturally
president's home, said
m~or.
senior, said, "When I look
Besides
his
The Gold Conference
enhancing.
Arkansas-Pine Bluff seemed to be the most
confidence in his team,
crushed PV's hope of challengingconferencewith Armstrong, who plays
REGINALD LILLIE
several positions, thinks
due to winning their
preventing their 33rd three teams tied for the first
Insurance Service
that the coaches have done
conference.
consecutive loss with a 33- place with a 4-1 record. The
yard touchdown pass from Purple
a good Job in organizing the
"The most
Life-Retirement-Disability-Major Medical
Conference
Tax Sheltered Annuities-ORP
intramural football league.
important factor to
Bobby Mickles to Anthony obviously had only one
Armstrong's team.
playing
intramural
* Faculty/ Staff
Norris in the fourth quarter. dominating team, Day One
football
is
not
only
the
For
Appointment
*Students
The Panthers finally (5-0). But which is the best
P.P.P .L. or Pimps. Players,
b u t a 1so
Call (713) 894-5420
* Bus·,nesses
competitiveness
scored when Alaric team? The answer will come
and Pipelayers, is the gold
assembling a bunch of
*Professionals
Henderson caught a 51 - onNov.18.attheendofthe
conferencechampandhave
Here to serve you!
yard touchdown pass from championship game.
a 1st and 2nd round 09J'n..--, . . ~ - - - - - - - - - - - = - - - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - . . . ! _-!
Greg Bell with two seconds
left in the game.

Intramural Football

Hecton Speaks to Students
continued from pg. 1
praised.
It was announced
that 19 out of 23 PV
ap~licants for General
Electlicwere employed this
yoar.
This makes PV third
behind Purdue and Penn
State for top students hired
at GE. Becton said.
.. This university
continues to experience
high success" pertaining to
jobs although there's a
downfall in the job market.
Be~ton said.
Kenna Young .
President of the Student
G°'ernment Association.
said: 'Tm almost positive
that each student is not
destructive. I'm almost
positive that only a minor! ty
cause problems here at
Pratlie View ."

The views expressed
by
Young were also
expressed by the Gilpin
Players in a theatrical
performance.
The
performance was made to
tell student's of the many
different people and diverse
reasons for each student's
enrollment.
Arthur Simmons.
treasurer of the SGA
presided
over
the
Convocation. Simmons said
that each student can make
a change by"looking in the
mirror."
_
Dena
Moore,
President of the Wesley
Foundation presented the
wreath which was dedicated
in the memory of the
deceased PV students.
Moore said that we
must remember,"It's OK to

Crime

We share this planet,
do what you can
to preserve it.

rrom pg. 1

Statistics reveal
that PV students used
betterJudgement during
this year's homecoming
activities than in '91 and
'92.
Roy Johnson, who
was pushed among the
crowd said. "Many of the
people who were starting
trouble didn't even go to
PV and disregarded the
situation. One guy
standing near me was
from Houston and kept
laughing and hollering,
"Someone's got a gun!"
Security was not in
control."
Chief Rayford
Steve.n s commented
that homecoming may

walk away ,or turn the
other cheek." "You'll still
be a man ...and you'll still
be a woman."
Also discussed at
the assembly were the
addition of HBO . the
telephones _in front of the
dorms. the plumbing in
the
dorms
being
upgraded, and the new
blinds being added to the
dorm rooms.

.-.
delicious toppings:
PEPPERONI
MUSHROOMS
ONIONS
GREEN PEPPERS
BEEi TOPPING
& PORK TOPPING!

£1099 ~~~
not be appreciated as
much by outsiders as it
is by PV students anct
alumni: "Any time you
have a family reunion
and invite everyone, it's
no longer a - family
reuniQn-."

1 ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
I
Pizza, Pasta, Salad &
I

Teamwork is an important part of being the best
on and off the field In the Army National Guard,
you will have the opportunity to be aviW player
on the team that guards your community, state,
and country.
. . As a ~uard ~ p_layer, you may qualify for
~tion assistance mcluding the Montgomery GJ
Bill. These benefits are available to you for as
as a few da~ a month and a few weeks a year of
Guard servtce. For all the details on joining the

littk

ULTIMATE WINNING TEAM, CAU TODAY.
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OINTS
Today's Woman It Is Time To
Demands Respect
Get Serious

Chandra Baty
Editor-In-Chief

When I was in
elementary school, the
easivt way to tell if a boy
liked you was ifhe chased
you when it was time to
play tag. He might tease
you · and hit y.ou a little
harder than the other
girls, but. nevertheless. he
liked you. In junior high,
guys would write letters
or get his friend to
approach you to see ifyou
liked him too. In high
school. guys would walk
you to class, ask you out
on a date or you would
pass each other notes.
Those times were okay.
No one had too much
experience and the"
re/a onsfifp rliffig""' was
new to everyone.
When l entered my
freshman year in college,
I knew things were
different. Was I wrong to
think that people in
pursuit of another level of
higher
intellectual

education would be
intelligent enough to
have
a
more
sophisticated approach?
Yes or no. You decide.
Some guys were
smooth. Lines of "bull"
!owed from their mouths
the way syrup glides on a
pancake. Just smooth.
Brothers with clean cuts.
pearly white teeth, pretty
eyes, or high intellect
had every Une of"BS' that
was ever created. That's
okay.
Some were
genuine and some were
not. I'm the first to admit
it's hard to approach
women and if you don't
have the right game, then
step aside because you
won't get acknowledged.
But for every one
of these guys. there were
eight
degenerates
walking around campus
with a. should I say, less
polished line. During my
time here, my name has
been "say": "PSSTI": "B- ": "H-"; "hey, baby":
and my favorite "You in
the
"
Everyone
required
to

Js

take

Freshaman Composition
I and II and Speech.
Whether you get financial
aid, a scholarship . a
grant. or pay -out-of-the
pocket. you or someone
else is paying for your
education. I don't pay

Complaints In Class Of '97
The freshmen class
ereatP.V. is the largestclass
n campus and also the
iggest complainers. If a
Just walks through
e freshmen boys dorm,
olley Hall, you '11 hear
mplaints about visitation.
things in theroomsdon't
rk among many others.
When they get no
nse theysaythere'sno
us~ for freshmen here at
.V. Tuey say they are looked
ver because they are

i.,,,,,,.....,,.,....,

l.fr..,,c,h1-n,en.

1hat line has ~own
.freshmen. If you want
lthilnUS to be done , you must
e it upon yourself to see
that things are done.
eshmen aren't taking the
tiatlve to find where they
voice the opinions and
mplaints.

~

Q

~

Toe freshmen class
has meeting; evezyTuesday
eveningintheAdministratlon
Building, but only a handful
of students take time out to
oometothesemeeting;. Only

12 people from the entire
freshrnenclassattendedthe
last three meeting;.
Freshmenalsoaren't
attendingtheSGAmeet:lngs.
Whatdoesthlssayof
the freshmen class?
Freshmen show no interest
in· situations that are
beneficial for their -welfare.
They oompJain and yet do
nothingtosolvetheproblems
they oompJain about
In order for some
changes to be made, you
must first take a stand and
see that situations for these
changes are made.

PaulMasta'SOI'l

i

several thousand dollars
I would lose
my
be called nerds you'll find
a year to be called
scholarship
if
my
grades
they will be in demand by
anything less than my
didn't
Improve.
My
father
the "real" women because
name. If you don't know
simply
said
.
"if
you
lose
thy have more chance of
it. saying, "Excuse me.
your scholarship you
getting a job than Jock T.
what's your name?" will
might want to consider
Cool.
do just fine. Many times
contacting
your
nearest
I'm sure you "unreal"
I've wondered why
Army
recruiter
because
students
want jobs or to
Derald D. Powell
someone pays for an
you
won't
get
another
get
into
graduate
school,
expensive education and
Managing Editor
dime
of
my
money."
but if you have a low GPA
the only smart greeting
Needless to say . I had
when you gr~duate,
that can be conjured up is
a 3.57 GPA that next
Compaq is hiring, for now,
"Hey, you!"
I came to PV with
semester
and
I
still
have
but
the test to get into the
Womendon'trnake
the notion that my
parental
support.
Army is getting harder.
it easy for men to
freshmen year would be
Some
of my
A word to the "unreal
approach them. We have
the mostcompetitive·time
classmates had similiar
student:
a tendency to display a
of my life. I imagined the
problems but didn't step
- Your parents
negative attitude and
competition would be
up to meet the challenge
didn't pay for you to come
dump our preconceived
almost unbearable.
and their first year was
ideasaboutwhatyourllke
I was wrong.
to PV to maJ or In
their last.
"hangnology", so don't let
·onyourshoulderswithout
It seemed that the
It took my almost
knowing you. But "say,
most important class was
your first year be your last.
having to go into the Army
We only have
baby?"
"hanginginfrontofAlumni
before I got off my ass and
Women are to
101". At first. I fought it
about a month of school
did some work.
blame as well. Although
but
the temptation
left. so buckle down and
this should be a world
became too great and I
Some younger
do what Becton suggest:
where we should respect began to excel in "hanging
students may feel it's
"Step up and be real
each other. it isn't. The
101".
uncool to be seen always
students." If you don't do
fact is that you have to
I was brought back
studying or missing
well. you have no one to
demand respect. A guy
into reality when I went
parties. but see who has
blame but yourself. Not
will go as far as you let
home after my first
the last laugh.
the teachers. not the
If you look at
him. If you answer to
semester and my parents
school, and not the white
"hey, b--" or "come here,
had received a note saying
those people who used to
man. only yourself.
h-," then you are at fault l - - - .:-..-,,_-t1-a-~-r;a-~---t1-,;;,-.,_-~-'aJ-ei-r--:-~R;~-ninmmill;-----.----~--.--:--:-.--.---t
as well.
i;a,,
c;
bave~t
~
One night
knew she was
as much respect for
freshman year. I noticed a
here and wanted a good
themselves as Iran had
girlgettingoutacarinthe butt-kick, rm pretty sure
for Iraq before the peace
middle of a heated
she could have stayed at
treaty. The same goes for
argument with her
home and got 1t for free
females. Ifyou work hard
boyfriend. He kicked her
instead of paying for it.
for your education,
butt. No, I mean literally.
The problem is a
demand respect from
He lifted his foot and it
matter of inner respect.
people around you. You
connected with her butt.
Guys that verbally tear
deserve it.

Read 1·t
1·n the
Pan th er

Staff Member Voices Concerns for Students
My colleagues and
I are very concerned about
the security ofour children
and how we protect them
from the menace oftoday's
society. It is sad that so
many young people can
commlt so many crimes of
violence against their
fellow human beings. I
guess the adage that "there
ls nothing so bad as man's
inhumanity to man" has
proven Itself to be true in
today's
world,
as
witnessed in the youthful
violence,
religious
intolerance. and racial
conflicts between both
black and white. Where
does It end??

Do we continue to
accept it and live in fear? Or
dowetrytoreverse the trend?
I. personally. am
tired ofpoverty. suppression.
.and prrents getting blamed.
There are too many people in
the past many of today's
parents in fact. who were
raised in povertyand who are
!oday'seducatorsoncampus.
The oppportunities for
education and equality are
~ter today than they ever
have been. I know too many
PcUmtswhoareVERYGOOD
PEOPIE and whose children
wentbad;andlknowthatthe
parents did not raise them
thatway. No,weneedtostop
rnajdng excuses and start
~poop]eresponsiblefor
their
actions
with
PllniShment That is how
YoU teachyoungchildren.and

Where_Do I See Myself In 10 Ye~.

D

how we should continue to
teach older children. young
adults and so forth. Stop
protecting the CI1mina1s and
start protecting the victims,
our children. and society in
general.
Another problem of
today. is sex outside of

marriage. This has become

acceptable in this oorrupt
envtronment In rn;y Bible,
fornication is wrong. and in
most religtous societies It is
also wrong. 1his, too, needs
to stop. We need to remind

young people to respect
themselves and keep
themselves pure and clean
for the sake of their children.
and their lifelong mates. My
Bible says, 'The sins of the
iments are visited upon the
children even unto the third
generation" I fully believe

that punishment is in the
form of babies born with
drug addictions, birth
defects, AIDS, diminished
brain capacities, inability
to feel remorse, and even
death. We are rapidly
destroying ourselves and
futuregeneratlonswithour
actions today. It has to
stop.
Many people think
we are beginning to tum
the tide. With the death of
another young person on
campus,Iamnotsure. We
need to go back to the
GOLDEN RUIEand GOD
instead of the "Law of the
Jungle: Kill or be Killed."
GODHEI.PUSANDHEAR
OURPRI\YERSIII

Concerned Staff Member

For many of us reality ls a nightmare. Let the music
play , It can take you away, ,for a moment. Let's get

Nikki Cumby

MooreStatlon, Tz
Senior
Comp. Eng. Tech.

"I see myself worklna In a
prominent and successful company
as a Computer Engineer
Technologist, whlle branching off
Into the field of music as a vocalist. 11

Galdi

KonyattaBurgess
Sophomore
Elec, Eng.

11

I see myself •• a
successful black
entrepreneur ID the
englneerlO, 1nduatry w1th
my own business."

high, so high, I can't feel the pain, as I ride the skies
clouds, to another place so far away, only to return
to my present state.A state ofmlndfllled with anger,
and hatred, and sadness, and confusion?, from 400+
years of illusions. Let's gang bang! Bang! Bang! See
another brother hang. Hangin' from the streets of
the community, while others run to college. What Is
useful knowledge? Save the streets, not the whale.
save your soul or burn ln hell. Oh...No! It's not whre
I want to go, but where am I going? I', going to change
my state of mind, change my condition, I won't
dream and I'll stop wishing. My state of mind will
make a way, and I will ser a brighter day. It shouldn't
come as a suprlse, like yesterday I will arise ...
-Carlisle Mitchell

Black Foxes
Greek Unity

Homecoming Parade Performance
Prai rie Vie w Spirit

I

CLASSIFIEDS!

I

SUMMER COUNSELOR

POS Ill ON OPEN

Summer Camp Counselors,
Administrative Staff, Nurses or EMT's,
and lifeguards needed for girls'
resident camps near Athens, Texas
and on Lake Texoma; For more
information, ca1l Carla Weiland at
(214) 823-1342 ext. 320 or

Entry-level BSME
needed for immediate
hire. Call (713)965-9305
(Ageocy)

1-800-442-2260.EOE.

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

Students needed! Earn $2000+mo.
Su mmer/ holidays/ full time. World
travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, Europe,
Mexico. Tour Guides,Gift Shop
Sales, Deck Hands, Casino
Workers, etc. No experience
necessary.
CALL (602)680-4647,Ext. Cl 47

THE BODY SHOP
(Naturally-based skin
and hair care preparations).
Interested? Please contact
Michon Smith at 857-2878.

CRUISE JOBS

IU1II IOIUllffllll
ITUDINT GIOUPII
Ral• u Much u You

Want In OM W-'I

Shlclenta Needed!
l!om "' to az.o,o+/ mo.
_....,.,,enSl"l»or
Land-T- ~ +
World Trani. S...-and
1'1111-Thno ....,io,..allable. Call:
(2N) Ut-0461 ext. C Sl91

$1 0 0.. ,$600. . .$16001
Mamt~laidanl h VISA.
MASTERCARD.MCI.
AMOCO,elic. Callforyour
FREE T-SHIRT and 10quaiily
fcxFREE TRIP10 MI'V

SPRING BREAK '94.
Cd 1.aoo-9!0-1039, at. 7!.

Alaska Summer Jobs
Filberl• · Muy ea11 12.ooo+lmo. la
ca..i. or S3.000-S6,000+lmo. oa
flablaa •-1■• Muy employen
proYlde room a board a

lnialpaftado11. Male or Pamle. No
tip. _
,_ Ott Ille ~
11-s ■cart oa N i t -· Call:

Photos by
Gitonga M' Mbijjewe

BATES & f'Ol ICIES· $2.00 for the first 1S words, 10 cents for each additlonal word per
run. Must be paid in adwnce. There are NO refunds. The Panther reserves the right to
refuse advertising that it Judges to promote lliolence, inegal actillity, is demeaning in
character or could poss ibly harm or injure any of our constiuents.
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